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The river Fyris route in Svithiod – a stop at Early Vendel period Tuna in Alsike, Sweden

Torun Zachrisson, Anna Kjellström and Maja Krzewińska

The waterscape of central Svithiod

During the whole Iron Age (500 BC– AD 1050) the water-
scapes of central Sweden were dominated by an east–west 
oriented inlet of the Baltic. The region formed around this 
large waterscape was called Svithiod by Jordanes c. AD 550 
as well as in 11th century Viking Age runic inscriptions (Sven
nung 1964; AnderSSon 2004; PeterSon 2007 for the runic in-
scriptions). It very likely corresponded to the present counties 
of Uppland, Västmanland and Södermanland. By AD 1000 
the Baltic bay, due to shoreline displacement through land 
uplift, had turned into Lake Mälaren proper. Its main en-
trance was at Stockholm (riSberg 2011, 53; 2016, 234). The 
remains of a pole blockage dated by dendrochronology to 
AD 970–1020, shows that the narrow entrance was almost 
instantly controlled. This also coincides in time with several 
Viking Age silver hoards belonging to the period c. AD 990–
1018, that have been found in the immediate vicinity. These 
hoards have been interpreted as deposited by people who 
were paid in silver, probably in connection with trade and 
sea martial expeditions (most of them tpq-dated, see ZAchriS
Son 1998, 327–333; 2016, 100–103). 

Before the Lake Mälaren was formed, spanning the time 
from the Pre-Roman Iron Age to the Viking Age (c. 200 BC–
AD 1000), a narrow water way formed by several lakes lead 
up to the river Fyris and Old Uppsala, the core area of Svith-
iod. The place name Stäket at the very beginning of this 
route shows that also this passage must have been con-
trolled, as stäk means defensive pole blockage (see Almar-
estäket, SvenSkt ortnAmnSlexikon 2016, 20). However, this 
blockage has not been archaeologically identified, and the 
dating is an open question, but its strategic position is 
shown by the fact that during the medieval period the set-
tlement was in the possession of the high nobility, and later 
there was a fortification in the hands of the archbishop 
(rAhmqviSt 2011, 125) (Fig. 1).

In general ordinary rural settlements in Svithiod were not 
placed in exposed positions facing the coast, but were situ-
ated along the inner water routes and smaller lakes. This is 
apparent in Fig. 2 where preserved burial grounds from the 
period AD 300–1050 are schematically shown (thedéen and 
ZAchriSSon 2016, 265, cf. AmbroSiAni 1964). Elite settlement 
however, had other landscape settings, such as Vikby (Viken) 
meaning the settlement at the bay at Lovö, and Vårby inter-

preted as the settlement that held watch (SvenSkt ort
nAmSlexikon 2016). They were situated in topographical posi-
tions exposed towards the Baltic inlet, and were so at least 
from the Late Roman/ Early Migration period (for Vårby, Fere
niuS 1971; for Viken, lAmm 1973). The find material indicates 
that both these elite settlements sought contacts and alli-
ances with faraway regions and had the means to defend 
themselves if attacked.

When moving upstream along the more protected water 
route, the so-called river Fyris route, several Tuna-sites clus-
ter: Forn-Sigtuna and Håtuna in Håbo hundred, Tuna (in Al-
sike) in Ärlinghundra hundred, and the strategically impor-
tant Tuna-sites that constituted a guarded gateway into the 
Old Uppsala-area, namely Ultuna in Ulleråker hundred and 
across the water on the opposite side Nåntuna in Vaxala 
hundred. After this only Sätuna in the latter hundred re-
mained; by then you were at the mouth of the river Fyris 
(rAhmqviSt 2011, 122. For a possible Tuna in Gamla Uppsala, 
see vikStrAnd 2013, 150f). During the medieval period 1050–
1500 AD nearly all the settlements along this water route 
were larger than the ordinary ones, and either owned by the 
nobility, crown or ecclesiastical institutions (rAhmqviSt 2011, 
125).

Tuna in Alsike faces the water as was fitting for an elite 
settlement, yet protected upstream in the winding water 
route that lead to Old Uppsala (Fig. 1). If not already defend-
ed by a pole blockage at Stäket, it nevertheless lay safely up-
stream from the powerful hilltop settlement of Runsa, 
placed on an island near the entrance of the water route. 
The hillfort site was constructed during the Migration peri-
od, c. 450, and remained in use until c. AD 600. A promi-
nent hall building behind sturdy walls dominated the scen-
ery. The double walls of the hall were a special building 
technique not found in ordinary settlements, but which has 
its closest parallels in the huge hall buildings from the 7th 
century at Old Uppsala, and at Bulbrogård, Tissø in Den-
mark, as well as in the later 10th century garrison in the Vi-
king proto-town Birka (olAuSSon 2011; 2014; bicAn 2014, 43). 
The hillfort/ hilltop settlement at Runsa housed several small-
er buildings, as well as a workshop, and a cultic site, and 
must efficiently have controlled the movements on the wa-
terway.

The settlement of Tuna in Alsike probably consisted of a 
landing place and a number of dwellings. The site is famous 
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for its burial ground containing inhumations. The oldest of 
them is a well-furnished early Vendel period male burial in a 
possible chamber, and a contemporary child burial. However, 
stray finds from the Migration period indicate that older bur-
ials may have existed. After the early Vendel period burials of 
the male and the child there is a gap of c. 200 years before 
burials start anew c. 750 and continue throughout the 
whole Viking Age (750–1050). Eight Viking Age boat burials 
for both men and women have been found, as well as six Vi-
king Age burials of unknown type or in chambers (Arne 
1934; lArSSon 2007, 47). The shallow depressions that re-

main on the burial site very likely represent further unknown 
burials. The man buried in grave XIV, and the early Vendel 
period social milieu that he belonged to, will be the focus of 
this paper.

The Tuna settlements and their contexts

The place name Tuna has been the subject of continued dis-
cussions. Place-name scholar Karl-Axel Holmberg treated the 
group in his doctoral thesis (holmberg 1969), but was not 

Figure 1. Eastern Mälar Valley with Tuna in Alsike marked at the water route leading into the core of Svithiod. Modified after quaternary geologist Jan riSberg 
(2011, 53; 2016, 234).
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able to synthesize the results and received criticism for not 
have taken into account the elite features of the Tuna-settle-
ments, their special geographical location nor their role in 
the territorial organization (AnderSSon 1968; olSSon 1976). 
The word tun ‘fence, enclosure’ was wide spread among the 
Germanic languages, but the exact and special meaning of 
Tuna in Scandinavian place names is debated. It has been ex-
plained either as an indigenous phenomenon, or mirroring 
the Celtic names ending with dunum ‘stronghold’ (SvenSkt 
ortnAmnSlexikon 2016, 340–342). Place-name scholar Lars 
Hellberg in particular pointed at the intimate connection be-
tween the Tuna-sites and the Iron Age central places, where 
a Tuna-site often constituted the core of a central place. Ac-
cording to him, the term Tuna referred to an administrative 
centre (“förvaltningsgård”) which must reflect a more coher-
ent power structure (hellberg 1984a, 92; 1984b, 137, 5: 5; cf. 
vikStrAnd 2007, 55f). Tuna-sites have also been interpreted by 
other scholars as nodal sites (brink 1996, 264) or “royally 
controlled” (ArrheniuS 2002).

On the basis of the startling discoveries of gold made at 
several Tuna settlements, the oldest Tuna-settlements are 
considered to date from the Roman Iron Age (hellberg 1975, 
109). A telling example is the magnificent gold objects from 

Tuna (Alatuna) in Hjälsta parish: two snake head rings (SHM 
8885), a gold finger ring with mounted green stone (SHM 
12867), and from nearby Tunalund an imitation of an imperi-
al medallion in gold, all dated to the Roman Iron Age (SHM 
420, for all these see AnderSSon 1993a, No. 1321-1322). It is 
also striking that the largest gold hoard found in Sweden of 
at least 12 kg was discovered in the yard at Tuna Storgården 
in Västerljung parish (SHM 21; cf. Raä Västerljung 48: 1). It 
dates to the end of the Migration period 500-550 and com-
prises fittings for one or more spectacular swords, a neck 
ring, payment gold in the form of rings and coils (AnderSSon 
2011, 83f). Following the same type of logic the grave with 
most gold ever found in Sweden is a Late Roman Iron Age 
female burial from Tuna in Badelunda in Västmanland (nylén 
and Schönbeck 1994, 24). The gold objects in the grave show 
intimate connections with Sjælland in southern Scandinavia, 
from where the woman could probably have migrated dur-
ing the 3rd century (e.g. AnderSSon 1998, 73; 2001, 222).

As soon as the Tuna-sites start to appear during the Ro-
man Iron Age they show traces of “power and centrality”, and 
Tuna-sites have accumulated over time (vikStrAnd 2010, 28). In 
Östergötland the Tuna-sites were established in two waves, 
either during the Roman Iron Age or in the Vendel period 

Figure 2. Map of the burial grounds, marked in white, from the period c. AD 300–1050 whereof the main part of them still remain in the landscape today, 
while some have been excavated (from thedéen and ZAchriSSon 2016, 265). Elite settlements lay exposed facing waterways such as Viken (Vikby) on Lovö, sit-
uated north of Glia on the map, and Vårby, both to the lower left. Ordinary settlements lay protected along the inner water routes. 
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(rundkviSt 2011, 37, 49–50). This also seems to be the case for 
sites in the Mälar Valley where many belong to the first, but 
others such as Ultuna, belong to the second wave (engStröm 
2014; eklund 2014; SundqviSt 2014; hulth 2013; 2014).

The Tuna-sites are connected with the hundredal organi-
sation, and often the name of a Tuna-settlement is linked to 
the hundred, for example Ultuna, in Ulleråker hundred, and 
Torstuna, in Torsåker hundred. The age of the territorial divi-
sion into hundreds and their predecessor hunds is disputed 
(AnderSSon 2000), but reaches back into the Iron Age. Inter-
estingly the boundaries of the hundreds are associated with 
specific water levels that indirectly can be dated through the 
shore-line displacement. The borders of the hundred of Lång-
hundra follows a water level of 10 masl, which is roughly 
equivalent with AD 1 or the early Roman Iron Age (rAhmqviSt 

2011, 127-128). In analogy with this, Ärlinghundra where 
Tuna in Alsike is situated could have been formed around the 
same time, and would if so have been a territorial unit when 
the man was buried c. 550-600 AD1 .

Characteristic for the Tuna sites are that they remarkably 
often denoted large estates during the Middle Ages. Tuna is 
often the name of the church village for the main church in a 
hundred, or the name of rectories or the main farm within an 
estate (rAhmqviSt 2011, 120). This has been interpreted as an 
early political defensive structure stretching far back in time, 
when the Tuna-sites may have been settlements for local 
commanders who could organize resistance and defence, or 
in case of an attack, be war leaders. This type of responsibility 
was shared by the Tuna-settlements along the waterway to-
wards Old Uppsala and estates located along the shores of 
Baltic inlet together with the larger islands in the Mälar Valley 
and the Sörmland coast (rAhmqviSt 2011, 125).

Tuna in Alsike XIV: the grave goods

The excavator Ture J. Arne commented on the fact that while 
some of the objects in the Tuna-burial XIV have Late Migra-
tion period comparisons, and hardly could have been manu-
factured later than c. 550, other objects are a bit younger, 
placing the burial shortly before AD 600; a date that is still 
usually agreed upon (Arne 1934, 74–75; ljungkviSt 2011, cp. 
ArrheniuS 1980). The male was furnished with a pattern-weld-
ed sword of spatha-type, mounts for a possible sword-sheath, 
a seax, a gilded shield-on-tongue buckle of silver with inlays of 
garnet, a gilded rectangular mount likewise of silver, a belt 
runner of silver foil, a gilded silver strap end, a silver spoon, an 
iron knife, a comb, an iron sickle, a pair of iron shears, a fire-
steel, a piece of flint, a sandstone whetstone and a silver wire/
rod (Arne 1934, 47–49; ArrheniuS 1980) (Fig. 3).

The most discussed object from the burial is the silver belt 
buckle with inlays of garnet, a unique piece for the region 
(e.g. Arne 1934, pl. 21, 1-3; ZeiSS 1936; ArrheniuS 1980). The 
shield-on-tongue buckle was placed in close connection to 
the sword (unclear though if placed on the back or front) as 
was the belt runner, while the rectangular mount and the 
strap end were associated with the seax (ArrheniuS 1980, 247). 
Recent analysis of the garnets performed within the Welt-
weites Zellwerk-project, RGZM in Mainz determined their Indi-
an origin (hedenStiernAjonSon forthcoming). The belt loop of 
the Tuna buckle is ornamented in Style II (Vendel style B) with 
animals biting over their bodies, but the 90o angle at their 
cheek is unusual, and below the bodies the jaws are inter-
linked. Although the loop of the buckle and its shield look 
mismatched, the ”hook”-design on the shield reappears in the 
animals’ foreheads and lower jaws on the loop, and the inter-
linked ”braided” ribbons occur on both pieces. The rectangu-
lar belt mount is likewise dominated by ribbons ending in 
”hooks”. The last belt piece, the strap end, is ornamented 

Figure 3. The inhumation burial XIV from Tuna in Alsike furnished with 
sword, belt buckle and seax amongst other things. Stones framed the 
body, which may have been placed in a wooden coffin (after ljungkviSt 
2011, 150, modified after Arne 1934, taf. XXXII).
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with an animal biting over its body, but its appearance is far 
from the usual elegance of Style II (ArrheniuS 1980, 236), as 
the animal has a rounded head with round eye and its tongue 
seems to end in continuous curls. Due to the different con-
tents of silver in the various objects as well as their style, it has 
been suggested that the different parts of the belt/girdle did 
not have the same origin: the old strap end plus the buckle 
could have been earned abroad, while the belt runner and 
mount could have been produced or copied, after the man 
had returned home again (ArrheniuS 1980, 256) (Fig. 4).

The Tuna buckle is without comparison among the group 
of shield-on-tongue buckles. It has been suggested that this 
group was made in Scandinavia but under Continental influ-
ence (holmqviSt 1951, 142). Ornamented shield-on-tongue 
buckles are rare. There is one in the contemporary Vendel 
XIV burial, but only the triangular central part is decorated 
(SHM 9785:XIV). Another gilded and garnet-adorned shield-
on-tongue buckle from a male burial from Endregårda, En-
dre, in Gotland has ornaments on the loop, but these are 
punched and without animal design (SHM 484:12). Few 
buckles are ornamented in animal style, the most famous is 
the buckle from Åker, Hamar, Norway (ZeiSS 1936, 356f; Ar
rheniuS 1980, 236; extensively in røStAd forthcoming). The 
Tuna-buckle has, together with the buckle from grave 30c 
on Helgö burial ground Raä 116 (SAnder 1997, fig. 2, 29) and 
foils from the East mound of Old Uppsala, been linked stylis-
tically to the boundary between Style I and II, the early Ven-
del period/AM III (ljungkviSt 2008a, note 21). It has been em-
phasized that the ornaments on these objects are more 
closely related to late 6th century Anglo-Saxon objects than 
late Migration period relief- and equal armed brooches 
(Åberg 1953, fig. 23-49; hineS 1993, 27, fig. 38- 63; for fur-

ther references ljungkviSt 2008A, 267, note 21). Style I ob-
jects are not found among the boat graves of central Swe-
den, nor among the Vendel period objects in Gotland 
(nermAn 1969; 1975; ljungkviSt 2008a, 267, note 21).

The belt buckle from grave 30c on Helgö belongs to a bur-
ial ground (Raä Ekerö 116), placed north and opposite the 
central settlement site (Bgr 2, SAnder 1997, 11). The gilt-bronze 
belt buckle, although not a shield-on-tongue buckle, has an 
ornamented loop decorated in Style II, although of “poorer” 
quality than the Tuna one (Fig. 5). Furthermore the object has 
been repaired (ArrheniuS 1980) and the former quadrate mount 
has been replaced by another, decorated with two interlinked 
snakes. The snake heads resemble those that occur on the 
strap end from Tuna in Alsike. In the same cremation layer 
was a silver mount with Style II animals (Vendel style A, SAnder 
1997, 32). This repair may have been made on the same island 
where it was found, namely in the Helgö workshops. The Hel-
gö workshops are most famous for their Migration period ob-
jects (lAmm 2012, hjärtnerholdAr 2002, 175) such as clasps, 
sword pommels, and bracteates that both remained in Svith-
iod and were spread out over Scandinavia and the Finn-
ish-East Baltic area. Still of importance in the Vendel period 
when moulds for casting dies for figural plates for the Vendel 
helmets were produced in the Helgö work shops (cf. lAmm 
1970, 101f, pl. 20–21, 24, figs. 51, 10 and 53, 4), and possibly 
also guldgubbar, as well as steel objects.

The type of strap end found in the Tuna burial is also 
known from what has been interpreted as a goldsmith’s 
grave (grave 39) in Hovgårdsberg in Vendel where the strap 
end occurs as material for recycling (ArrheniuS 1979, 393f; 
Seiler 2001, 79). That strap end is of silver ornamented in ear-
ly Style II, and its ornament and manufacturing method re-

Figure 4. The belt buckle from Tuna grave XIV is unique for the region. 
Photo: Charlotte Hedenstierna-Jonson, Swedish History Museum.

Figure 5. The belt buckle found in grave 30c in the burial ground placed 
north of the famous Building group 2 on Helgö where spectacular and ex-
otic objects, such as an Irish hook, or crozier and a Buddha figure, have 
been found (SHM 30249 (F1), Raä Ekerö 116:1, SAnder 1997, 32).
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sembles the Tuna strap end (ArrheniuS 1980, 241). Do the 
connections mentioned here indicate that the belt fittings 
from Tuna in Alsike were made in the Helgö workshops? The 
silver strap end found as raw material in the Hovgårdsberg 
smith’s grave coincides with the time when the most exqui-
site bronze, gold and silver manufacturing ceased at the Hel-
gö workshops. Could the smith in Hovgårdsberg be one of 
the former Helgö smiths migrating to make craft products 
for a new influential family in the Vendel area? Hopefully fu-
ture research will shed light on this.

Other finds from Tuna complicate the matter. Two sets 
of plain Migration period clasp buttons and a belt ring indi-
cate that a possible earlier burial under flat ground could 
have been disturbed, close to where grave XIV and XIII 
were situated (SHM 20061:XII, not mentioned by Arne but 
signed with inventory number). This is consistent with yet 
another Migration period object – an ornamented clasp 
button – that was found c. 50 metres to the west, in con-
nection to richly furnished Viking Age boat burials (ArrheniuS 
1980, 230). The clasp shows three animal heads facing right 
placed around a central knob (SHM 9404:2; Arne 1934, 21, 
taf. 1:2; lAmm 1972, 104; ArrheniuS 1980, 230; hineS 1993, 
27, Type BIc). Four clasp moulds from the workshops at Hel-
gö show animals facing right (lAmm 1972, 104) indicating 
that the stylish Tuna clasp button could have been made 
there. During the small research excavations in Tuna per-
formed by the Archaeological research laboratory at Stock-
holm university in 2002–2005 a lidded crucible of Migration 
period type, a Husby-brooch and a light green glass sherds 
from a Snartemo beaker were found in a cultural layer north 
of the Tuna burial ground (hjulStröm 2008, 71–73, IV, 17). 
Thus, the Style I clasp button could have been manufac-
tured at Helgö, but the crucible opens for the possibility 
that there could have been a Migration period workshop at 
Tuna in Alsike, if so probably a minor one. Examples of 
small, short-lived workshops are known from various sites in 
Svithiod such as: Vårby in Huddinge parish on the southern 
side of the Baltic inlet, not far from Helgö, Sylta in Fresta 
parish, Skeke in Rasbo parish in Uppland and Bäckby/Tjur in 
Lundby parish in Västmanland further west along the inner 
parts of the Baltic inlet (lAmm 2012; hjärtnerholdAr 2012). 
Analyses of the clay and technique of the crucibles found at 
the Bäckby workshop indicate that craftsmen and materials 
were sent out from Helgö (hjärtnerholdAr et al. 2002).

The individual in grave XIV

The skeleton was in comparison to the other individuals from 
the same site, relatively well preserved. However, the skull 
was crushed and most the facial bones were missing but 15 
teeth could be examined. The postcranial skeleton was rep-
resented by a fragmented first vertebra, and long bones 
from the upper limbs. The hips and the lower limbs were 

represented by a fragment from the right inominate bone 
and parts of the femora, tibiae and fibulae together with 
smaller bones from the ancles and toes. Not all bones re-
mained, which is normal for the region as the soils are gen-
erally acid. All elements exhibited dry breaks and the bone 
surfaces were severely eroded (Fig. 6). 

The secondary sex characteristics of the cranium were 
classified as masculine by macroscopical examination (buik

Figure 6. The preserved skeletal remains of the male in grave XIV. Modified 
drawing: Anna Kjellström.
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StrA and ubelAker 1994), and the long bones were in general 
large and robust. All joints were fully developed and the ab-
sence of clearly visible cranial sutures showed that the indi-
vidual was an adult. The dental wear was severe with a com-
plete loss of enamel on the occlusal surface of all molars 
(including the wisdom teeth) which according Brothwell’s 
frequently used chart, classifies the individual as above 45 
years of age (brothwell 1981, 72). The estimated height of 
the individual was 180 ± 4.66 cm based on a stature estima-
tion of the radius, the only remaining complete long bone 
(trotter and gleSer 1958). Both tibiae exhibit minor periosteal 
new bone formation in the form of longitudinal striations 
(weSton 2008), and new bone formation at the distal joint 
between the tibia and fibula (i.e. tibiofibular syndesmosis). 
The former could indicate an inflammatory process about to 
heal and the later could be the result of strain to the ankles 
or high ankle sprain (lin et al. 2006).

Was the man local or from the outside?

The man from Tuna was included in the multidisciplinary AT-
LAS-project at the Universities of Stockholm and Uppsala fi-
nanced by the Swedish Research Council and the Swedish 
Foundation for Humanities and Social Sciences that started 
in spring 2014. It is the largest survey of archaeological or 
ancient DNA (aDNA) performed in Sweden to date, and one 
of the largest so far compared to other projects in other 
countries. Parallel to the sequencing and statistical analysis 
of genetic data, osteological analyses are made, as well as 
isotope analyses and new 14C-datings. The archaeologist and 
osteologist choose the contexts that will be analysed, and 
work closely together with the geneticist, as in this case, 
when interpreting the results. Our primary questions con-
cerning the male in Tuna-burial XIV were: was the man local 
to the site? Or was he perhaps an outsider? The objects he 

Figure 7. The f3-statistic for the man from Tuna in Alsike compared with a present-day populations selected from the Human Origins population reference 
panel (PAtterSon et al. 2012; rAghAvAn et al. 2014; lAZAridiS et al. 2014). The values correspond to different colours in the plot; warmer colours indicate closer 
affiliation. It shows that the male falls into modern genetic variation ranging from western Scandinavia (Iceland, Norway) to the East Baltic region (Lithua-
nia).
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was furnished with indicate his status as a warrior, and parts 
of his networks could have reached the Continent and possi-
bly also Åker, in Hedmark, Norway.

The ancient DNA of the skeletal remains was well pre-
served and analysed in the same manner as reported by 
Günther and collegues (2015). To investigate the genetic af-
finities several statistical methods were used. The results 
show that the individual is genetically a male, and that he re-
sembles modern Scandinavians. For outgroup f3--statistic 
the man from Tuna in Alsike was compared with a present- 
day populations selected from the Human Origins popula-
tion reference panel (PAtterSon et al. 2012; rAghAvAn et al. 
2014; lAZAridiS et al. 2014) which showed that the male falls 
into modern genetic variation ranging from western Scandi-
navia (Iceland, Norway) to the East Baltic region (Lithuania, 
Fig. 7).

The maternal ancestry of the Tuna-man is reflected by the 
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequence, which belongs to 
haplogroup H6a. It is found in Europe, but to a higher de-
gree in the southeast and the near East (loogväli et al. 2004, 
fig. 3B). The man’s paternal ancestry, his Y chromosome 
haplogroup belongs to R1a, which is widely spread in Europe 
and Asia as is shown in a recent study based on an analysis 
of 14,000 modern males (underhill et al. 2014). However, the 
man belongs to the subgroup Z284, which is shown to have 
a limited distribution tied to western Scandinavia, mainly 
southern Norway. Various genetic traits for the individual 
from lactose digestion to eye colour were also investigated, 
but unfortunately the genome coverage was insufficient and 
did not yield any reliable results. Summing up, the man bur-
ied in Tuna in Alsike XIV falls within the modern genetic vari-
ation of northern Europe. His paternal ancestry seems to link 
him to western Scandinavia, while his maternal ancestry 
points more widely to southeastern Europe and Asia (Fig. 7). 
How far back in time the connection with western Scandina-
via goes is an open question. 

The strontium isotopic data from the man’s temporal 
bone gave the value 0.72684 (kniPPer 2016), which proba-
bly shows the local Sr-signal from Alsike, as bones normally 
attract the Sr-signal of the surrounding earth. Recently the 
man’s three molar teeth were analysed which gave the val-
ues 0.724132, 0.723032 and 0.724268 (evAnS 2017, 2). 
These teeth were formed when the individual was in utero 
all the way to mid-teens. The Sr-values can also be com-
pared with the Sr-value of the tooth enamel from the child 
buried in grave XIII, that yielded the value 0.72464. Overall, 
the values suggest a local signal for the man. A Sr-value 
0.72847 for a field vole from Fullerö, a burial site situated 
adjacent to the boat burial ground at Valsgärde, gives an-
other Sr-value from the region (kniPPer 2016). Altogether 
the Sr-values of the teeth of the man in grave XIV suggests 
that he was local to the region of the Mälar Valley. The 
Fullerö and Alsike values fall within the lower half of the 
Sr-values for the men that were buried in boat I and II in 

the boat burials discovered in Salme, Saremaa, Estonia, in-
terpreted as originating from the Mälar Valley (Price et al. 
2016).

Social setting

The male in Tuna in Alsike was furnished with objects in the 
innovative Style II linking him to a new and expanding era in 
Svithiod. Although he was roughly contemporary with the 
individuals buried in the Ottarshögen mound in Vendel, and 
the Eastern and Western mound in Old Uppsala, he was not 
cremated like them. Their bodies were treated in the tradi-
tional way for the dead in Svithiod, and placed in large 
mounds (brAtt 2008). The male in Tuna was inhumed but 
not placed in a boat (cf. Arne 1934, taf. XXXII). His grave 
was however, one of the first examples in the region of a 
grave that was framed with stones shaping a stone chamber, 
and a twisted silver rod can possibly be interpreted as having 
held together a shroud. Both features link it to changes in 
the burial traditions (ljungqviSt 2011, 135–148). For the child 
in Tuna grave XIII, buried with a small equal armed brooch 
around the same time as the adult male, 58 rivets were 
found, but it is unclear whether the body rested in a boat, a 
sledge or a wagon as Ljungkvist argues or a chest or the 
similar as Arrhenius proposes (ljungqviSt 2011, 151; ArrheniuS 
1980, 229f).

Why, one wonders, was the man in Tuna XIV not among 
the first generation of Vendel period men who were interred 
in boats? Was the settlement at Tuna in Alsike not of a social 
standing that allowed a boat burial, or did his death occur 
just a bit too early? The boat burial tradition starts in the 
northern parts of Svithiod with the iconic and heavily armed 
and furnished burials at Tuna in Vendel: grave XII and grave 
XIV. Roughly at the same time boat burials started to be 
made in Valsgärde with grave 8 (ljungqviSt 2008b). Valsgärde 
was not a Tuna-site but was probably a burial ground within 
the larger domain of Fullerö (ArwidSSon 1948). There seem to 
have been differences even at the highest elite level as the 
material culture of the boat burials in Vendel continued to be 
of higher quality than those in Valsgärde (AnderSSon 2017). 
Boat burials containing inhumations have during the period 
AD c. 550–750 only been found in Vendel and Valsgärde, 
and at the very end of this period in Ultuna. These boat buri-
al sites were restricted to men only. In the transition to the 
Viking Age c. AD 775 the boat burial tradition came also to 
include women, and occurred either at old Tuna settlements 
as in Alsike (ArrheniuS 1980, 231), or at sites named after 
their position along water routes, such as a river mouth or 
lagoon harbour: År-by, or Nor-sa, but also sites with special 
buildings such as Sal-a (ArwidSSon 1980; cf. lArSSon 2007, 
44–52; nordAhl 2001).
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1 A strayfind of a mounting (for a handle?) found at Tuna in Alsike 
considered to be Roman and date to c. AD 200, (Almgren 1916, 78; 
lund hAnSen 1987: LH263; ducZko 1996, 15, 182; hjulStröm 2008, 
73, fig. 43) has been debated, and could instead belong in the me-
dieval period (ugglAS 1922, 106).
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